
If you are implementing a data management platform (DMP), regardless of which platform you choose, 
there are several key considerations to be aware of when turning this powerful online engine on. Like 
any engine, in order to run properly, it must be precisely assembled, well maintained, and adequately 
fueled before you turn it on. In this analogy, the DMP is the engine, the fuel is the data flowing through 
the DMP, and the key assembly components are the technology and skills to push data from the DMP 
to enable better digital marketing. Although DMPs are still in their infancy, turning one on, if done 
properly, will ensure greater ROI, and help you get there more quickly.  

DATA MANAGEMENT PLATFORMS  
NAILING THE IMPLEMENTATION
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Have a Plan
You have successfully licensed a DMP and now you need to turn it on. Some questions that often pop 
up at this time are: Where do we start? What should we do first? When can we start to see results? 
A DMP implementation is a very iterative approach, so you need to prepare for this to start. Some 
components of the implementation may be complete before others, and that is perfectly normal. A 
successful implementation will be revisited and tweaked to ensure long-term relevance of the tool. In 
general, almost all DMP implementations consist of two high-level phases: data collection first and data 
usage second.

• Use cases: To prevent “analysis paralysis,” we strongly recommend defining five to ten key use 
cases of how you initially want to use the DMP. Prioritize the use cases based on impact. Note: 
“impact” is not always profitability; media efficiency, work flow, or user experience could be 
alternative goals. These will help drive where you plan to collect data and, once collected, where 
you can use that data. If you experience trouble narrowing down the use cases, work with your 
DMP implementation team as they can assist in prioritizing which cases can be quickly implemented 
and which will provide the biggest ROI. Even if use cases are not the preferred approach, it is 
strongly recommended to focus on a handful of products or lines of business at the beginning. 
Narrowing the focus will help get the full team aligned on what you’re trying to achieve. A few quick 
wins will have other product teams lining up for their turn to be onboarded into the DMP.  

• Project plan:  Once the DMP project has a focus, a project plan should be created as there are 
often multiple teams that will be involved in the initial implementation. An initial kick-off meeting 
should be held to identify which parties need to be engaged and when. Once the key team 
members are identified, the implementation team’s project manager should draft a project plan that 
will show which tasks have dependencies on each other. 

• Communication plan:  As with most implementations, a key success factor is frequent 
communication. The key stakeholders should meet at least once a week to discuss overall project 
status, review any issues/risks, and identify any ad hoc meetings required. This should not be the 
only meeting for the implementation. In addition to this meeting:

• The offline data team responsible for pushing the CRM data into the DMP should be holding 
discovery/requirement sessions. 

• The online data collection teams should be meeting to discuss what data can be collected and 
how/when this will be implemented.

• Each integration team should be conducting sessions so that once the data is available, there is 
no delay to activating it.  
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Data Collection Workstreams
As mentioned in the previous section, the first major phase of any DMP project is data collection. This 
breaks down into two main subsections:

• Online data – data that can be collected from digital channels such as site, landing pages, email, 
and media; and 

• Offline data – data stored in your current CRM system that you want to push into the DMP to 
further enhance understanding of your customers.

Often these two workstreams are handled by different groups and involve not only IT, but also 
members of the marketing and analytics teams. The breakdown below provides more details on the 
different types of data and key uses.

• Online data: The majority of this data is collected via tag/pixel fires, but some key considerations 
should be made based on each channel:

• Site/landing pages: Page visits help build a digital persona about the users visiting your 
online properties. In addition to capturing page visits, web pages often have other data that 
will help fuel the DMP. Although the DMP cannot collect any PII (name, address, email), it can 
collect product interests, shopping cart items, application amounts, and a user’s account 
status, as well as the user’s online CRM ID. All of these help build the necessary attributes 
to segment the user and target/suppress them for future campaigns. Most tag management 
systems (TMS) have an out-of-the-box integration with the key DMP vendors. This often 
helps with quickly implementing this workstream. 

• Email: As most companies have email campaigns directed to current customers, adding 
tags into their campaign emails is a great way to capture which customers are opening and 
clicking within emails. In addition, most email systems can include the online CRM ID of the 
user. The ability to capture this ID to the ID graph within the DMP is a big win, if available.

• Media: Most DMPs have an out-of-the-box integration with the popular digital media 
campaign servers. Collecting this data will quickly help identify prospects for any planned 
acquisition or retargeting campaigns. This workstream can be implemented at a later time to 
capture DMP/DSP syndication campaigns that are initiated.

• Search: Similar to media integration, paid search clicks can be captured within the DMP 
without much heavy lifting and help further inform prospecting and retargeting campaigns.

• Second-and third-party data access: Check with the DMP provider and your implementation 
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team regarding what you have access to and what data you need to enable.

• Offline data:  Your own offline customer data should be pushed into the DMP. This will help greatly 
with cross-sell, upsell, and suppression use cases. Some key things to consider for this workstream: 

• To prevent PII from flowing into the DMP, an onboarding partner should be used. This partner 
will take your known customer data, anonymize it, and attempt to match it to the DMP’s 
cookie pool while abiding by strict data privacy rules.  

• As part of the implementation, the full team should agree to what CRM data should be 
onboarded into the DMP. Once again, this can be an iterative approach. Perhaps the data to 
support the first few use cases will be onboarded and in a later phase, the remaining data 
gets onboarded. This is normal and a great way to not get bogged down in prioritizing the 
data to push forward.  

• Many DMPs have out-of-the-box integration with data onboarding partners. In addition, 
several DMPs allow for CRM data onboarding at the CRM ID level. By onboarding data in this 
fashion (in addition to leveraging an onboarding partner), it further enhances the ID graph at 
a persistent ID level that will not change when a user deletes cookies or changes their cell 
phone device ID.

Build your Integrations
Once some (or both) of your data collection workstreams are completed, it is time to start putting this 
data into action. Ideally, conversations on these integrations began during the project kickoff, and now 
you are close to testing and launching the tactics planned within your use cases. Below are some key 
integrations for your DMP and some important considerations. 

• Personalisation: Leveraging the first-party onboarded data, you can now begin to personalize 
the experience and journey for your customers (and prospects). Similar to the overall approach of 
the DMP, it is best to focus on a small number of locations for personalization (a handful of pages 
including the homepage, key product pages, or campaign-specific landing pages). Often the DMP 
will provide the attributes or audience segment the user is in so that the personalization decisioning 
platform can make a choice on the correct offer, image, creative, and text to show the user. The key 
to success is to make sure all parties are clear on the requirements and how the data will be shared 
between the platforms. 

• Syndication: As the volume of data collected in the DMP increases to a reasonable amount, these 
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audiences/segments can be pushed/syndicated to various DSPs, ESPs (email), and DCOs (dynamic 
creative optimization) for targeting/suppression as part of various digital ad campaigns. It is important 
to identify which DSPs will be engaged as match rates will be a factor. In addition, if your DMP doesn’t 
have a current integration with your existing DSP, they will need to build the pipes to enable this 
functionality.

Summary
An initial DMP implementation can take anywhere from two to four months. This is dependent upon the 
availability of resources, technology, and release schedules. To simplify the implementation, below are 
some guiding principles:  

• Don’t boil the ocean: It is easy to get excited about the new shiny tool and want to use it everywhere. 
Start with implementing in a couple of key areas with a focus on your high-priority use cases. The 
setup should be driven by the business needs and stakeholders. Learn from any implementation 
missteps (there always will be some) and apply learnings for the next round.

• Phased approach: Crawl, walk, run. Start simple with collecting some data (both offline and online). As 
you learn how you are applying this data, start to layer in more data and more complex integrations. 
It’s not about enabling all the bells and whistles of the software – it’s using the features you need 
properly!

• Collect/analyse/use: Give the DMP a chance to collect enough data volume to build insightful 
learnings. Once the volume is there, it can be applied for the different integrations/campaigns you 
planned for.

• Rinse and repeat: The implementation process is not a one-time event. You will be continuously 
looking to add additional data to the DMP (both offline and online), whether due to the creation of a 
new landing page or because you are adding another product to the DMP. The same implementation 
steps that were used for the initial phase can be reapplied for future phases and often will not take as 
long, due to the learnings gained along the way. Your DMP should not be limited to a single product, 
brand, or channel. Once you get the hang of it, it should be applied across your digital ecosystem 
and not limited to a single application or agency. The larger the DMP footprint, the more ROI you will 
achieve.

Glossary of Terms
First-party data – data that’s collected, owned, and managed by your organization. It’s the data collected 
by you from your audience and customers and stored in your systems.

Second-party pata – data that consumers provide to another company that — with the consumer’s 
notification and consent — you may access through a partnership agreement. Put another way, it’s someone 
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else’s first-party data.

Third-party data – data that was collected on other sites, platforms, or offline sources, by a third party. 
Third-party data is used extensively by companies to better understand their audiences and to better 
target prospective customers.

Cookie – a small text file on the user’s computer that identifies the user’s browser so that they are 
recognized when they revisit a site.

CPM – cost per mille (thousand).

CRM – customer relationship marketing; the use of data, analytics, and technology to build, grow, 
and manage relationships with high-value customers, with the objective of maximizing brand value, 
customer loyalty, and competitive advantage.

DMP – data management platform; a centralized digital data warehouse that collects and integrates 
first-, second-, and third-party data, to drive customer insights, real-time audience targeting, and 
personalized experiences.

DSP – demand-side platform; enables a marketer to utilize a single interface to perform media buying 
through programmatic and real-time bidding. A DSP allows the marketer to manage bidding on and 
buying ad inventory and data across multiple ad exchanges, ad marketplaces, and data provider 
accounts.

ETL – extract–transform–load: taking raw data and transforming it into marts used for analysis and 
reporting.

ESP – email service provider; vendor responsible for sending emails on behalf of the client.

ID graph – relationship of how multiple identifiers (both anonymous and known) are linked to the same 
user/device across multiple platforms.

PII – personally identifiable information; data that, on its own or when combined with other data, can 
be used to identify someone.
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Merkle is a leading data-driven, technology-enabled, global performance marketing 
agency that specializes in the delivery of unique, personalized customer experiences 
across platforms and devices.  For more than 25 years, Fortune 1000 companies and 
leading nonprofit organizations have partnered with Merkle to maximize the value of 
their customer portfolios. The agency’s heritage in data, technology, and analytics 
forms the foundation for its unmatched skills in understanding consumer insights 
that drive people-based marketing strategies. When combined with its strength 
in performance media, Merkle creates customer experiences that drive improved 
marketing results and shareholder value.  With more than 3,700 employees, Merkle 
is headquartered in Columbia, Maryland with 16 additional offices in the US and 
offices in Barcelona, London, Shanghai, and Nanjing. In 2016, the agency joined the 
Dentsu Aegis Network. For more information, contact Merkle at 1-877-9-Merkle or 
visit www.merkleinc.com

merkleinc.com 
linkedin.com/company/merkle 

facebook.com/merkleinc 

twitter.com/merklecrm 

flickr.com/photos/merkleinc 

youtube.com/user/merklecrm
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Sunil bring over 12 years of experience in digital analytics, CRM and marketing measurement. He is an expert 
in digital data and analytics and leverages his deep expertise in quantitative methods to apply them in today’s 
digital world. 

He currently leads Merkle’s Audience Management & DMP practice, supporting clients in formulating an 
audience based marketing plan, activating their 1st party data assets to enhance customer journeys and 
driving a positive return from their marketing & technology investments. He also has deep experience in digital 
attribution solutions and has worked on the development of Merkle’s connected attribution solution.

He has led digital analytics engagments across industry verticals for a variety of clients including DirecTV, 
Universal Orlando, Citizens Bank, Abercrombie & Fitch, Sony, Aviva Insurance and many others.
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